DELRIDGE WAY SW
DELRIDGE COMMUNITY CENTER
YOUNGSTOWN CULTURAL ARTS CENTER

DELRIDGE WAY SW - RAPIDRIDE H LINE
5 of 32
RELOCATED EX. NORTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTES 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION TO NEAR-SIDE AT SW GENESEE ST. KEEP EX. NORTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTES 125

PEDESTRIAN CROSSING BRIDGE

NEW LEFT TURN POCKET

DELRIDGE PLAYFIELD
SW ALASKA ST
DELRIDGE WAY SW
SOUTH WEST
PLUMBING

RELOCATED EX. SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION TO NEAR-SIDE AT SW HUDSON ST

BUS ONLY LANE: M-F, 6-9 AM
PARKING: ALL OTHER TIME

PAINTED CURB EXTENSION
NEW CURB BULB
NEW CURB BULB
NEW LEFT TURN POCKET

Feet

20
40
10

DELRIDGE WAY SW - RAPIDRIDE H LINE
7 of 32
DELRIDGE WAY SW

- SCHOOL BUS LOADING ONLY LANE: M-F, 7-10 AM AND 2-5 PM
- PARKING: ALL OTHER TIME

PROTECTED BIKE LANE
CROFT PL SW
DELRIDGE WAY SW
WILLOW COURT APARTMENTS
SW WILLOW ST

RELOCATED EX. NORTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION TO MID-BLOCK BETWEEN SW HOLLY ST AND SW WILLOW ST

RELOCATED EX. SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION FAR-SIDE AT SW MYRTLE ST

BUS ONLY LANE: M-F, 4-7 PM PARKING: ALL OTHER TIME

PROTECTED BIKE LANE

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 18
MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 20

BIKE CROSSINGS
RAPIDRIDE STATION
LANDSCAPING
NEW CROSSWALKS
CURB RAMP
24/7 PARKING LANE
RAPIDRIDE FLASHING BEACON
24/7 BUS LANE
LANDSCAPE MEDIAN STRIPS

DELRIDGE WAY SW - RAPIDRIDE H LINE
19 of 32
DELRIDGE WAY SW
WEST RIDGE PARK APARTMENTS

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 24
MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 26

CHANN LEGEND:

- 24/7 PARKING LANE
- BIKE CROSSINGS
- 24/7 BUS LANE
- NEW CROSSWALKS
- CURB RAMP
- LANDSCAPING
- DRIVEWAY
- SIGNALS
- RECTANGULAR RAPID FLASHING BEACON
- LANDSCAPE MEDIAN STRIPS

COMBINED EX. SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION NEAR-SIDE AT SW THISTLE ST

PROTECTED BIKE LANE

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 24
MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 26

DELRIDGE WAY SW - RAPIDRIDE H LINE
25 of 32
RELOCATED EX. NORTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION FAR-SIDE AT 21ST AVE SW

RELOCATED EX. SOUTHBOUND BUS STOP FOR ROUTE 120 WITH RAPIDRIDE STATION NEAR-SIDE AT 21ST AVE SW

RAPIDRIDE CONTINUES TO WESTWOOD VILLAGE AND BURIEN, BY OTHERS

MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 28
MATCH LINE - SEE SHEET 30

CHANN LEGEND:
- 24/7 PARKING LANE
- RAPIDRIDE STATION
- 24/7 BUS LANE
- BIKE CROSSINGS
- NEW CROSSWALKS
- CURB RAMP
- TRANSIT ONLY LANE
- LANDSCAPING
- SIGNALS
- DRIVEWAY
- RECTANGULAR RAPID FLASHING BEACON
- LANDSCAPE MEDIAN STRIPS

ARTWORK INSTALLATION
NEW CURB BULB
RAPIDRIDE STATION STARTS, H-LINE
NEW CURB BULB
GAS & SMOKE DEPOT

DELRIDGE WAY SW
21ST AVE SW
SW HENDERSON ST
SW BARTON PL
GAS & SMOKE DEPOT